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Abstract. Diffractive dissociation processes are analysed in the framework of covariant reggeization. We
have considered the general form of hadronic tensor and its asymptotic behaviour for t→ 0 in the case of
conserved tensor currents before reggeization. Resulting expressions for differential cross-section of single
dissociation (SD) process (pp→ pM), double dissociation (DD) (pp→M1M2) and for the proton-Pomeron
cross-section are given in detail, and corresponding problems of the approach are discussed.
PACS. 11.55.Jy Regge formalism – 12.40.Nn Regge theory, duality, absorptive/optical models – 13.85.Ni
Inclusive production with identified hadrons
Introduction
Reaching the new energy frontier at the LHC opens new
opportunities for further study of the elastic and inelas-
tic diffractive processes. The latter particularly need more
data which up to now remained insufficient for a thorough
theoretical analysis. There is a standard set of the pro-
cesses which are related to the same driving interaction
agent, the Pomeron and Reggeon exchanges:
– Elastic scattering (ES)
– Single Diffractive Dissociation (SD)
– Double Diffractive Dissociation (DD)
– Exclusive Diffractive Central Production (EDCP)
The study of these processes is aimed to explore the
properties of Pomerons:
– Pomeron coupling to the protons (ES & SD)
– Pomeron-proton interaction (SD & DD)
– Pomeron-Pomeron interactions (EDCP)
– Pomeron quark-gluon structure (jet- and high-mass
production in SD and EDCP)
– Pomeron trajectory (all)
It is extremely important to try to extract from the
data such fundamental characteristics as
– Pomeron-proton total cross-section
– Cross-sections of Pomeron-Pomeron to exclusive hadron
states (say, pion-pion)
– Pomeron-Pomeron to two-jets.
a e-mail: Vladimir.Petrov@cern.ch
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It is clear that it would be very welcomed to do that
in a way which is model independent as much as possi-
ble. One, however, has to note that the very notion of the
Pomeron is far from being well defined and established,
even in theory. Perennial attempts to find the Pomeron
trajectory (or at least its intercept and slope) in the frame-
work of QCD had little success up to now. In various
models not only the Pomeron has different properties, but
there are options with two, three or even infinitely many
different Pomerons. In such a situation it is almost impos-
sible to avoid a significant model dependence of the char-
acteristics enlisted above. We, nonetheless, believe that “If
you can’t get a horse, ride a cow”.
The attempts to extract the Pomeron-proton and Po-
meron-Pomeron cross-sections from the data on SD and
DD were undertaken quite a long ago (see e.g., [1,2]). The
values of the cross-sections appeared very small (less than
6 mb) in compare, say, with pion-proton cross-sections. It
seems strange because the pomeron, as we believe, con-
sists mostly of strong-interacting gluon fields and at small
transfers its “mass” squared (∼ t) lies not very far from
the pion mass squared (∼ 0.02 GeV2). From the latter
viewpoint this smallness seems strange. Usually it is be-
ing related with the smallness of the 3-pomeron vertex at
small momenta. Up to now the reason of this smallness is
not clear. In what follows we will address these problems
in the framework of the chosen approach .
Hadronic tensor
Kinematics
Let us consider first the general process
p(k) + p(p)→M1(k′) +M2(p′),
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where
p2 = k2 = m2, k′2 = (k− q)2 = M21 , p′2 = (p+ q)2 = M22 ,
q2 = −Q2 ≡ t, s = (p + k)2, and define its kinematic
quantities. In the center of mass frame we have (for any
momenta we use the notation p ≡ (p0, p1, p2, p3))
p =
(√
s
2
, 0, 0, β
√
s
2
)
, k =
(√
s
2
, 0, 0, −β
√
s
2
)
q = (q0, q1, q2, q3), q0 =
kq + pq√
s
, q3 =
kq − pq
β
√
s
,
(q1, q2) = ρq sin θ(cosφ, sinφ), ρ
2
q = q
2
0 +Q
2,
sin2 θ =
(
Q2 − m
2(pq2 + kq2)
pk4 −m4
)
/
(
Q2 +
(pq + kq)2
2(pk +m2)
)
,
β =
√
1− 4m
2
s
,
kq =
m2 −Q2 −M21
2
, pq =
−m2 +Q2 +M22
2
,
Q2min =
m2((kq)2 + (pq)2)− 2 pk kq pq
(pk)2 −m4
=
s
2
(
1− ξ1 − ξ2 − 2ξm−√
(1− 4ξm)
(
(1− ξ1 − ξ2)2 − 4ξ1ξ2
))
,
ξi = M
2
i /s, ξm = m
2/s. (1)
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Fig. 1. Scheme of calculation of the full SD (a) and DD (b)
cross-sections. Wavy fat lines design Reggeons.
In the case of SD (Fig. 1(a)) we can write
M2 = M, M1 = m, ξ1 = ξm, ξ2 = ξ, Qmin ' mξ,
Qmin  Q m, mM 
√
s. (2)
For DD (Fig. 1(b)) we have
ξ1,2  ξm, Qmin '
√
sξ1ξ2,
Qmin  Q m, mM1,2 
√
s. (3)
Covariant reggeization
In order to calculate SD and DD cross-sections we use
the amplitudes with meson exchanges of arbitrary spins
with subsequent reggeization. Basic elements of such an
approach are vertex functions Tµ1···µJ (k, q), T ν1···νJ′ (k, q),
where
Tµ1...µJ (k, q) =< k − q|Iµ1...µJ |p >, (4)
hadronic tensor
Wµ1...µJν1...νJ′ (p, q) =∫
d4x eiqx 〈p| Iµ1...µJ (x)Iν1...νJ′ (0) |p〉 , (5)
and propagators d(J, t)/(m2(J)− t) which have the poles
at
m2(J)− t = 0, i.e. J = αP(t) , (6)
after an appropriate analytic continuation of the signa-
tured amplitudes in J . We assume that this pole, where
αP is the Pomeron trajectory, gives, by definition, the
dominant contribution at high energies after having taken
the corresponding residues. At this stage we do not take
into account absorptive corrections denoted by V blobes
in Fig. 1, we will calculate them in the next section.
Iµ1...µJ is the current operator related to the hadronic
spin-J Heisenberg field operator,(
+m2J
)
Φµ1...µJ (x) = Iµ1...µJ (x) , (7)
and
∂µI
µ1...µ...µJ = ∂νI
ν1...ν...νJ′ = 0 ; (8)
Iµ1...µJ = I(µ1...µJ ) ; Iν1...νJ′ = I(ν1...νJ′ ) ; (9)
gµiµkI
µ1...µi...µk...µJ = gνiνkI
ν1...νi...νk...νJ′ = 0. (10)
In terms of tensor Wµ1...µJν1...νJ′ conditions (8)-(10) look
like Rarita-Schwinger conditions for irreducible represen-
tations of the Poincare´ algebra
qλW
µ1...λ...νJ′ = 0 ; (11)
Wµ1...µJν1...νJ′ = W (µ1...µJ )(ν1...νJ′ ) ; (12)
gµiµkW
µ1...µi...µk...µJ ... = gνiνkW
...ν1...νi...νk...νJ′ = 0.(13)
Similar conditions are imposed on T-tensors
Tµ1...µi...µj ...µJ = Tµ1...µj ...µi...µJ (14)
qµiT
µ1...µi...µJ = 0 (15)
gµiµjT
µ1...µi...µj ...µJ = 0. (16)
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Let us define main structures that we use in the paper:
Gαβ = gαβ − qαqβ
q2
;
Pα =
(
pα − qα pq
q2
)
/
√
m2 − (pq)2/q2, P 2 = 1,
Kα =
(
kα − qα kq
q2
)
/
√
m2 − (kq)2/q2, K2 = 1;
GαβP
β = Pα, GαβK
β = Kα,
gαβG
αβ = GαβG
αβ = 3. (17)
For vertex functions T we can obtain the following
tensor decomposition:
T (J) ≡ Tµ1...µJi (k, q) =
FJ(t)
[ J2 ]∑
n=0
CnJ
C0J
(
K(J−2n)G(n)
)
, (18)
CnJ =
(−1)n(2(J − n))!
(J − n)!n!(J − 2n)! , (19)
where tensor structures
(
K(J−2n)G(n)
)µ1...µJ
satisfy only
two conditions (14),(15) (transverse-symmetric)(
K(J−2n)G(n)
)
=
K (µ1·...·K µJ−2nGµJ−2n+1µJ−2n+2·...·GµJ−1µJ )
NnJ
, (20)
NnJ =
J !
2nn!(J − 2n)! . (21)
Coefficients CnJ in (18) can be obtained from the condi-
tion (16) which leads to the recurrent set of equations
(see [3]).
Now we are to calculate the hadronic tensor. Let us
introduce the following notations for tensor constructions
in use:
G
(l)
M = G(µi1µi2Gµi3µi4 · ... ·Gµil−1µil ),
G
(s)
N = G(νi1νi2Gνi3νi4 · ... ·Gνis−1νis ),
P
(m)
M = Pµi1 · ... · Pµim , P
(n)
N = Pνi1 · ... · Pνin ;
G
(k)
MN = G(µi1 (νi1Gµi2νi2 · ... ·Gµik )νik ). (22)
where (µi1µi2 ...) → M and (νi1νi2 ...) → N , correspon-
dingly. The generic construction
(
P
(m)
M G
(l)
MG
(k)
MNG
(s)
N P
(n)
N
)
is symmetric in each group (M and N) of indices and
transversal in every index. For J = J ′ (for simplicity we
consider here only this case) we can introduce the notation
{n1kn2} =
(
P
(J−2n1−k)
M G
(n1)
M G
(k)
MNG
(n2)
N P
(J−2n2−k)
N
)
Nn1kn2
,
Nn1kn2 =
(J !)
2
k!n1!n2!(J − 2n1)!(J − 2n2)!2n1+n2 (23)
The hadronic tensor can be now written in the form
WMN =
J−1∑
k=0
[ J2 ]∑
n1,2=0
fkn1n2{n1kn2}+ fJ0,0{0J0} (24)
To obtain TST (transverse-symmetric-traceless) construc-
tion we have to solve recurrent set of equations for fkn1n2
from tracelessness conditions gµiµjWMN = 0 and
gνiνjWMN = 0, or gµiµjWMN = 0 and f
k
n1n2 = f
k
n2n1 :
fkn1n2 = f
k
n2n1 , n1 ≤ n2 ≤
[
J − k
2
]
, (25)
fkn1n2(J − 2n1 − k)(J − 2n1 − k − 1) +
f
(k+2)
n1(n2−1)(k + 1)(k + 2)Θ(n2 − 1)×
Θ(
[
J − k − 2
2
]
+ 1− n2) +
f (k+1)n1n2 (2(k + 1)(J − 2n1 − k − 1))×
Θ(
[
J − k − 1
2
]
− n2) +
fk(n1+1)n2(2(n1 + 1)(2J − 2n1 − 1))×
Θ(
[
J − k
2
]
− 1− n1) = 0,
J ≥ 2, 0 ≤ k ≤ J − 2,
0 ≤ n1 ≤
[
J − k − 2
2
]
, 0 ≤ n2 ≤
[
J − k
2
]
, (26)
where
Θ(x) =
{
1, x ≥ 0
0, x < 0
.
Finally it is possible to express all the functions in terms of
fk00, k = 0, J . Usually in the literature they are denoted as
structure functions of the hadronic tensor WJ−k+1 = fk00.
Let us consider the limit Q → Qmin ∼ 0. From the
condition of finiteness of the hadronic tensor at q = 0 we
can obtain in this limit J relations among the structure
functions Wi, and, finally, we can express the hadronic
tensor in terms of W1.
As an illustrative example, we consider cases J = 1, 2, 3.
Hadronic tensors look like
J = 1, WMN = W1{010}+W2{000},
J = 2, WMN =
W1
[
{020} − 1
3
{101}
]
+
W2
[
{010} − 1
3
({001}+ {100}) + 1
9
{101}
]
+
W3
[
{000} − 1
3
({001}+ {100}) + 1
9
{101}
]
,
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J = 3, WMN =
W1
[
{030} − 3
5
{111}
]
+
W2
[
{020} − 2
5
({011}+ {110}) + 2
25
{111} − 1
25
{101}
]
+
W3
[
{010} − 2
5
({001}+ {100})− 1
5
({011}+ {110}) +
1
25
{111}+ 8
25
{101}
]
+
W4
[
{000} − 3
5
({001}+ {100}) + 9
25
{101}
]
, (27)
and for Q→ Qmin
J = 1, W2 = −W1, WMN = W1 [{010} − {000}] ,
J = 2, W2 = −2W1, W3 = 1
2
W1,
WMN =
W1
[
{020} − 2{010}+
1
2
({000}+ {001}+ {100} − {101})
]
,
J = 3, W2 = −3W1, W3 = 9
4
W1, W4 = −1
4
W1,
WMN =
W1
[
{030} − 3{020}+ 9
4
{010} − 1
4
{000}−
3
4
({001}+ {100} − {011} − {110}+
{111} − {101})
]
, (28)
SD and DD Born Cross-sections
Phase space and cross-section for SD:
dσJSD =
1
2s
d3k′
(2pi)32k′0
dM2 δ((p+ k − k′)2 −M2)×
Tµ1...µJ (k, q)T ν1...νJ (k, q)Wµ1...νJ (p, q)
(t−m2J)2
=
dt dξ
32pi2s
Tµ1...µJ (k, q)T ν1...νJ (k, q)Wµ1...νJ (p, q)
(t−m2J)2
, (29)
σpJ |t→0 = 1
2J + 1
1
2M2
∑
µ1...µJ 
∗
ν1...νJW
µ1...νJ =
1
2(2J + 1)M2
J∏
i=1
gµiνiW
µ1...νJ =
2W1(p, q)
2(2J + 1)M2
, (30)
Tµ1...µJT ν1...νJWµ1...νJ |t→0 =
|FJ(t)|2
(
m2
m2 + |t|/4
)J ( |t|
|t|min − 1
)J
W1(p, q) =
|FJ(t)|2
(
m2
(m2 + |t|/4)
)J
1
2J−1
( |t|
|t|min − 1
)J
×
(2J + 1)M2σpJ . (31)
After reggeization:
1
t−m2J
→ piα′P(t)ηP(t),
J → αP(t), ηP(t) = i + tan pi(αP(t)− 1)
2
, (32)
the cross-section for SD looks like
d2σJSD
d|t| dξ =
1
16pi2
1
2s
1
(t−m2J)2
×
|FJ(t)|2
(
m2
m2 + |t|/4
)J
1
2J−1
×( |t|
|t|min − 1
)J
(2J + 1)M2σpJ(M
2), (33)
d2σSD
d|t| dξ =
(piα′P(t))
2|ηP(t)|2
32pi2
ξ ×
|FαP(t)|2
(
m2
(m2 + |t|/4)
)αP(t) 1
2αP(t)−1
×( |t|
|t|min − 1
)αP(t)
(2αP(t) + 1)σpP(M
2).(34)
To obtain FαP(t) we can use the elastic pp - scattering
(with J-exchange and further reggeization):
ΩJ = −i
[FJ(t)]
2
(
s
2(m2−t/4)
)J
t−m2J
, (35)
ΩP(s, t) = −ipiα′P(t)ηP(t) [FαP(t)]2 ×(
s
2(m2 − t/4)
)αP(t)
, (36)
dim [FJ ] = GeV .
The standard form for the eikonal now is
ΩP(s, t) = −ipiα′P(t)ηP(t)gP(t)2
(
s
s0
)αP(t)
(37)
FαP(t)
(
s0
2(m2 − t/4)
)αP(t)/2
= gP(t), (38)
where gP(t) is the proton-proton-Pomeron vertex coupling.
Phase space and differential cross-section for DD are:
dσJDD =
1
2s
d4k′
(2pi)4
dM21 dM
2
2 ×
δ((p+ q)2 −M22 ) δ((k − q)2 −M21 )×
Wµ1...νJ (k,−q)Wµ1...νJ (p, q)
(t−m2J)2
=
dt dξ1 dξ2
64pi3
Wµ1...νJ (k,−q)Wµ1...νJ (p, q)
(t−m2J)2
, (39)
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Wµ1...νJ (k,−q)Wµ1...νJ (p, q)||t|m2M2i '
4
( |t|
|t|min
)2J [
1 + (1− |t|min/|t|)2J
2
]
×
W1(k,−q)W1(p, q), (40)
where the factor in the square brackets is equal to unity for
|t|  |t|min and to 1/2 at |t| = |t|min (the overall factor
in front of W1(k,−q)W1(p, q) is equal to 2 in this case),
|t|min ' ξ1ξ2s.
Now we can write down the cross-section for DD:
d3σJDD
d|t| dξ1 dξ2 =
s2ξ1ξ2
64pi3
1
(t−m2J)2
×
4
( |t|
|t|min
)2J [
1 + (1− |t|min/|t|)2J
2
]
×
(2J + 1)2σpJ(M
2
1 )σpJ(M
2
2 ), (41)
d3σDD
d|t| dξ1 dξ2 =
(piα′P(t))
2|ηP(t)|2
64pi3
s2ξ1ξ2 ×
4
( |t|
|t|min
)2αP(t) [1 + (1− |t|min/|t|)2αP(t)
2
]
×
(2αP(t) + 1)
2σpP(M
2
1 )σpP(M
2
2 ). (42)
Rescattering corrections and ways to extract the proton-
Pomeron cross-section from the data
Here we consider several cases in which we could extract
proton-Pomeron cross-sections from the data on SD and
DD.
Let us introduce new notations:
FSD(t, ξ) =
α′P(t)ηP(t)
4
√
ξFαP(t)
(
m2
2(m2 + |t|/4)
)αP(t)/2
×( |t|
|t|min − 1
)αP(t)/2√
2αP(t) + 1 (43)
and
FDD(t, ξ1, ξ2) =
α′P(t)ηP(t)
4
√
pi
s
√
ξ1ξ2
( |t|
|t|min
)αP(t)
×[
1 + (1− |t|min/|t|)2αP(t)
2
]1/2
(2αP(t) + 1).(44)
Then we have from (34) and (42):
d2σSD
d|t| dξ = |FSD(t, ξ)|
2
σpP(M
2; t), (45)
d3σDD
d|t| dξ1 dξ2 = |FDD(t, ξ1, ξ2)|
2
σpP(M
2
1 ; t)σpP(M
2
2 ; t). (46)
T 
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Fig. 2. Exact scheme of unitarization in the case of SD (a)
and DD (b) cross-sections. Right pictures represent the case
with 3-Pomeron vertices G.
Here we explicitly indicate generally present t-dependence
of the proton-Pomeron cross-section. Further on it will be
seen to be important for unitarization.
Let us assume first that the proton-Pomeron total cross-
section can be represented in a factorized form:
σpP(M
2; t) = h(M2)f(t). (47)
Now we can take into account rescattering corrections
which are depicted as V-blobes in Fig. 1. To this end it is
convenient to absorb all the t-dependent functions into a
single one:
HSD(t, ξ) = FSD(t, ξ)
√
f(t), (48)
HDD(t, ξ1, ξ2) = FDD(t, ξ1, ξ2)f(t). (49)
Then the unitarization procedure will transform these func-
tions to
HUa (t; . . . ) =
∞∫
0
b db J0(b
√
|t|) e−Ω˜P(s,b) H˜a(b; . . . ), (50)
where a = SD, DD, and
H˜a(b; . . . ) =
∞∫
0
τ dτ J0(b τ)Ha(−τ2; . . . ), (51)
Ω˜P(s, b) =
1
16pi s
∞∫
0
τ dτ J0(b τ)ΩP(s,−τ2), (52)
τ =
√|t|, ΩP(s, t) is taken from (37).
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Strictly speaking, the exact expression with absorption
looks as (see Fig.2)
H(2)Ua (−q2; . . . ) =
1
(4pi)2
∞∫
0
∞∫
0
dq21 dq
2
2
2pi∫
0
2pi∫
0
dφ1 dφ2
V
(
s, (q − q1)2
)H(2),nfa (q21, q22, q1q2; . . . )V (s, (q + q2)2) ,
V (s, q2) =
∞∫
0
b db J0(b|q|)e−Ω˜P(s,b), (53)
where H(2),nfa is the contraction of two tensors T with the
nonforward hadronic tensor (SD, Fig.2(a)) or two nonfor-
ward hadronic tensors (DD, Fig.2(b)). Only if H(2),nfa can
be represented in a factorized form
H(2),nfa (t1, t2; . . . ) = Ha(t1; . . . )H∗a(t2; . . . ), (54)
we will get the expression (50) and H(2)Ua =
∣∣HUa ∣∣2. In
some cases it is rather good approximation that simplifies
much the calculations.
Now final expressions for cross-sections look as
d2σUSD
d|t| dξ = H
(2)U
SD (t; ξ)h(M
2) ≡
H(2)USD (t; ξ)
f(t)
σpP(M
2; t), (55)
d3σUDD
d|t| dξ1 dξ2 = H
(2)U
DD (t; ξ1, ξ2)h(M
2
1 )h(M
2
2 ) ≡
H(2)UDD (t; ξ1, ξ2)
[f(t)]
2 σpP(M
2
1 ; t)σpP(M
2
2 ; t). (56)
If we take use of some concrete model expressions for
h(M2) and f(t), we can extract the proton-Pomeron cross-
section from the data on SD and DD with the help of (55)
and (56). If we know only integrated cross-sections we can
use expressions:
σpP(M
2; t) =
dσUSD
dξ
t2∫
t1
H(2)USD (t; ξ)
f(t), (57)
σpP(M
2
1 ; t)σpP(M
2
2 ; t) =
d2σUDD
dξ1 dξ2
t2∫
t1
H(2)UDD (t; ξ1, ξ2)
[f(t)]
2
. (58)
To extract the proton-Pomeron cross-section from σtotSD,DD
we need exact expressions for f(t) and h(M2), or the com-
plete formula for σpP(M2; t) without the assumption (47).
Now we summarize our assumptions which allow us to
say something about the proton-Pomeron cross-section:
1. Finiteness of the hadronic tensor Wµ1...νJ (p, q) for
t = q2 →∼ 0 which gives additional relations between
structure functions and leaves us with a single func-
tion. This function is directly related to the proton-
Pomeron (totally transverse) cross-section through (30)
after reggeization.
2. The unitarization procedure is reduced to rescattering
corrections in the initial state. This may not be ex-
actly the case, but we hope that in the appropriate
kinematic region we can use this approximation.
3. Furthermore, we have to assume also the concrete pa-
rametrization for σpP(M2; t) if we want to extract it
from SD (DD) differential (or, in the more compli-
cated case, integrated) cross-sections. Only if we take
f(t) ≡ 1 and in the absence of rescattering corrections
(the very strong assumption, since we know from the
elastic scattering that for high energies this is not the
case), we can speak about a model-free extraction of
σpP(M2).
4. Other complications can arise if we try to take into
account a contribution from secondary reggeons which
can drastically spoil the above picture. As we suppose,
it can be solved by the choice of an appropriate kine-
matic domain (see below).
Finally, when we extract somehow the proton-Pomeron
cross-section from the data at different energies, we have
to make sure that it does not depend on the overall energy
(s). If we detect such a dependence, it means that some
of our assumptions are wrong and should be modified.
Experimental data and extracted cross-section for dif-
ferent cases
To start we use the following possibilities:
I no rescattering corrections, H(2)Ua = |Ha|2. In this
case we can directly extract σpP(M2, t) without any
assumptions about its behaviour;
II rescattering is taken into account, f(t) ≡ 1;
III rescattering is taken into account, f(t) = t−αP(0)/2;
IV rescattering is taken into account, f(t) = t−αP(t)
and apply them against the data from [4]-[10].
To be sure that the contribution from secondary reggeons
is negligible we consider the following (“Pomeron domi-
nated”) kinematic region:
– t should be rather small to express the hadronic tensor
in terms of a single function:
0.01 GeV 2 < |t| < 0.1 GeV 2 (59)
– to exclude contributions from secondary reggeons (which
contribute less than 15% at
√
s >
√
sISR = 62 GeV in
the elastic scattering) we can use the “rapidity gap”
condition
ln
s
M2
> ln
sISR
2m2
→ ξ < 0.00052 (SD),
M < 0.023
√
s ∼ 160 GeV at 7 TeV LHC, (60)
ln
ss0
M21M
2
2
> ln
sISR
2m2
→
√
ξ1ξ2 <
√
2m2s0
ssISR
' 0.023√
s
(DD)
√
M1M2 <
√
0.023
√
s ∼ 12.6 GeV at 7 TeV LHC (61)
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– if we use 3-Pomeron vertex then (in the case of con-
served tensor currents)
Mi
(|t|m2)1/4 >
√
sISR
2
∼ 43. (62)
For DD we have much less possibilities to choose ap-
propriate kinematics for cases IIa,b: even for very large√
s ∼ 10 TeV and rather low |t| ∼ 0.01 GeV2, i. e. it will
be difficult to extract σpP from cross-sections, integrated,
for example, in ξ1,2 (M1,2).
Below we consider a possibility to extract proton-Po-
meron cross-section from the existing data on SD. Before
starting this task let us note several important facts:
– The first one concerns the conservation of tensor cur-
rents, the basic ingredients of our calculations. In the
case of conserved currents we can obtain classical Regge
formulae in the most natural way. We immediately ob-
tain Legendre polynomials in the elastic scattering,
with all the scales exactly defined in the argument
of these polynomials. The specific feature of this ap-
proach is the special t-dependence of differential cross-
sections in the case of unequal masses,
SD (34) or DD (42). This behaviour at small t can
spoil a description of the data and lead to the strong
t-dependence of the proton-Pomeron cross-section as
is seen in figures of this section.
– The second one is the need in a correct procedure of the
unitarization. This becomes clear if we try to extract
the proton-Pomeron cross-section at different values of
the “alien” energy
√
s. This is the case I in our tests,
and it is depicted in Figs. 3-6(a). It is seen that if
we extract the proton-Pomeron cross-section without
unitarization it turns out to be s-dependent which is
completely unacceptable.
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2
100
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2
10
100
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20
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30
15
150
70
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c) d)
Fig. 3. t-dependence of the extracted total Pomeron-proton
cross-sections at M = 20 GeV for different cases: a) I; b) II;
c) III; d) IV. Related semi-quantitative description of the data
is depicted in Figs. 7-10. Solid curves represent the data at√
s = 546 GeV, dashed curves are related to
√
s = 1800 GeV,
and dash-dotted are related to
√
s = 7 TeV.
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Fig. 4. M-dependence of the extracted total Pomeron-proton
cross-sections for different cases: a) I; b) II; c) III; d) IV at
t = −0.01 GeV2. Related semi-quantitative description of the
data is depicted in Figs. 7-10. Solid curves represent the data at√
s = 546 GeV, dashed curves are related to
√
s = 1800 GeV,
and dash-dotted are related to
√
s = 7 TeV.
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Fig. 5. M-dependence of the extracted total Pomeron-proton
cross-sections for different cases: a) I; b) II; c) III; d) IV at
t = −0.05 GeV2. Related semi-quantitative description of the
data is depicted in Figs. 7-10. Solid curves represent the data at√
s = 546 GeV, dashed curves are related to
√
s = 1800 GeV,
and dash-dotted are related to
√
s = 7 TeV.
Let us consider other cases. As we can see from Figs. 3-
6(b) (the case II), when we suppose t-independent pro-
ton-Pomeron cross-section, the unitarization does not
change the situation much. But in cases III, IV (Figs. 3-
6(c),(d)) with t-dependent proton-Pomeron cross-sec-
tion the situation is better when we take into account
only the initial state rescattering.
– As to the experimental data on SD, it is not so nu-
merous in the kinematic region of the Pomeron domi-
nance (60). Since that we use it only for a semi-quan-
titative analysis, which is depicted in Figs. 7-10. More
or less appropriate data can be found in [4]-[7]. To il-
lustrate some aspects of the data analysis we use fits
with errors (depicted as filled areas in figures).
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Fig. 6. M-dependence of the extracted total Pomeron-proton
cross-sections for different cases: a) I; b) II; c) III; d) IV at
t = −0.1 GeV2. Related semi-quantitative description of the
data is depicted in Figs. 7-10. Solid curves represent the data at√
s = 546 GeV, dashed curves are related to
√
s = 1800 GeV,
and dash-dotted are related to
√
s = 7 TeV.
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Fig. 7. Semi-quantitative description (solid curves) of the
CDF data at
√
s = 546 GeV (pictures (a), (b)) and
√
s =
1800 GeV (pictures (c), (d)) for the case II. In (a), (c) filled
areas between dashed curves approximately represent figures
13b, 14b of Ref. [4] (N versus θ). In (b), (d) the same curves
represent the fit (3) of Ref. [4] (dσSD/dt versus t).
In Figs. 7-10 we consider only cases II-IV, since the
need of unitarization is obvious from the case I. First,
we show the CDF data [4] as a function of θ variable
in pictures 7-9(a),(c). The reason is that the function
of the acceptance can cut out the region of the special
maximum of the differential cross-section, and the data
can be succesfully fitted by our curves (in the model
of conserved tensor currents). This becomes clear, for
example, from the Fig. 8(c),(d), where we have rather
good description of the data at
√
s = 1800 GeV even if
the situation with t-dependence is worse. Let us note
that this case (III) is the most consistent, since for
getting the t-dependence of the proton-Pomeron cross-
section we can use the 3-Pomeron vertex. More singu-
lar behaviour of the case IV looks rather odd.
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Fig. 8. Semi-quantitative description (solid curves) of the
CDF data at
√
s = 546 GeV (pictures (a), (b)) and
√
s =
1800 GeV (pictures (c), (d)) for the case III. In (a), (c) filled
areas between dashed curves approximately represent figures
13b, 14b of Ref. [4] (N versus θ). In (b), (d) the same curves
represent the fit (3) of Ref. [4] (dσSD/dt versus t).
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Fig. 9. Semi-quantitative description (solid curves) of the
CDF data at
√
s = 546 GeV (pictures (a), (b)) and
√
s =
1800 GeV (pictures (c), (d)) for the case IV. In (a), (c) filled
areas between dashed curves approximately represent figures
13b, 14b of Ref. [4] (N versus θ). In (b), (d) the same curves
represent the fit (3) of Ref. [4] (dσSD/dt versus t).
We can conclude from the above analysis that in the
current conservation approach the proton-Pomeron cross-
section should be essentially t-dependent to fit accu-
rately the existing data on SD, including also the lat-
est experimental results from the TOTEM [6],[7]. As
to the data from other collaborations [8]-[12], they
present only integrated cross-sections and sometimes
without the proton tagging (with rapidity gaps only).
It is difficult to extract the proton-Pomeron cross-section
for this case in a more or less model independent way
since we do not know its exact behaviour in t .
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Fig. 10. Semi-quantitative description (solid curves) of the
TOTEM data at
√
s = 7 TeV [6]-[7] for cases: a) II; b) III; c)
IV. Filled areas between dashed curves approximately repre-
sent the TOTEM data on dσSD/dt in the mass region from 7
up to 350 GeV. We do not consider here the case I, since the
need of rescattering corrections is clear from next figures.
Conclusions
This paper is an attempt to highlight some important as-
pects of the present theoretical and experimental situation
in SD and DD. We have used the method of the covariant
reggeization with conserved tensor currents. In this spe-
cial approach basic conclusions can be summarized in the
following list:
– Rescattering corrections should be taken into account
in an appropriate way, since the case I shows s-depen-
dent proton-Pomeron cross-section, which looks as a
nonsense.
– Even if we take into account unitarization(in the form
available to us at present), the total proton-Pomeron
cross-section should depend somehow on t to be inde-
pendent on s. This is obvious from the case II, when
the cross-section is t-independent.
– The data on SD is not so numerous in the kinemati-
cal region of the Pomeron dominance (60). The basic
conclusion after the analysis is the following: more sin-
gular t-dependence (until the complete cancellation of
the special dependence at small t in the case IV) in
the proton-Pomeron cross-section leads to better de-
scription of the data. Are these data reliable enough
or not? At this moment we are not sure about it. We
hope that further LHC experiments will improve the
situation.
– Finally, the question of tensor current conservation
that leads to rather singular t-dependence in the proton-
Pomeron cross-section, can be resolved, if we have good
quality data on SD and DD differential cross-sections.
Our next subject will be the case of nonconserved cur-
rents (which factually is usually being used in litera-
ture) as an alternative view of SD and DD dynamics.
We are to emphasize again that from the theory side
the most difficult problems is to find a proper unitarization
scheme.
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